Close More Sales 24/7/365
Make e-commerce easy with a customer-facing chatbot that lives on
your website. Designed specifically for field service industries including
lawn care, pest control, home services and more, ServiceBot is like
having a salesperson that never sleeps, gets sick or takes a vacation.

How It Works

ServiceBot is a sales automation tool that works via an AI-enabled chatbot that lives on your
company’s website. When customers click on your ServiceBot, it guides them through the
quote and sales process with a brief text-based chat, then offers them personalized
recommendations and fast, seamless checkout.

Make Sales All the Time
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ServiceBot helps you capture leads that you might otherwise
lose by meeting your customers where they are, no
matter when they’re looking. They get the instant
satisfaction of a quote right when they’re thinking
about buying, and you get the reward of the sale.
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ServiceBot automates many of the difficult, time-consuming
parts of sales, including quickly responding to inbound
leads, making sure each prospect gets a standard set of
questions, recording contact information for every lead,
and sending an instant proposal along with the ability
to buy and pay right away. Our chatbot can even handle
common sales objections.

Accurate Measurements for Accurate Estimates
With ServiceBot’s innovative measur.it tool, customers are able
to trace their own property with their fingertip or mouse. The
bot then uses that measurement to generate a price quote.
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Automate Your Sales Process
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$228
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Built-In Payments
ServiceBot lets you accept payments quickly and
securely, then makes it easy and safe to retrieve
customer payment data and integrate it into your
existing payment processing solution.

Integrates With Your Software
ServiceBot currently integrates with Real Green’s
Service Assistant 5 and PestPac by WorkWave, with
additional integrations on the way. When a lead
engages with your ServiceBot, all of the information
they share is captured and funneled into your CRM
for your future use. No manual input necessary.

Key Features:
Completely branded to your business – your customers will see you, not ServiceBot
Real-time pricing tables to ensure the most accurate quotes
Optimized for mobile users
Safe, secure payment acceptance
Detailed dashboard lets you see all of your sales and lead data in real time
Generate great reviews with ReviewBot
Enables sales across 25 different service categories

START MAKING MORE SALES TODAY!
Visit goservicebot.com to learn more.

